
Johor Royalty: “Bigfoot” could be the black gorilla that Grandfather 
released years ago. 
 
Malaysia Johor Royalty Tengku Ibrahim said Bigfoot could be gorillas; these gorillas 
may be the offspring of the Black gorilla that his grandfather released into the forest 
years ago. Sultan Ismail used to have 40 black gorillas. 
 
Johor Wildlife Animal Protection Society claimed that the Johor state forest has about 40 
Bigfoot; one statement mentioned that one of the Bigfoot is believed to be 63 years old 
has brought the attention of Tengku Ibrahim. The royalty has doubts on this view and 
wished that authorities to provide concrete evidence.   
 
The Royalty said, “If there are 40 Bigfoots, who counted them? How would the person 
know that some of the Bigfoots was 60 years old, and is about to die soon? If the person 
had made such claims, it would mean that he has seen the Bigfoot himself.” 
 
The Royalty met the Reporter from “Cosmopolitan Daily” at the Johor Bahru Pasi Plangi 
Palace on Thursday, and made the above statement. The Royalty reminded all not to 
speculate the recent findings of “Bigfoot print” in the Johor Forest as the “Bigfoot”. 
 
“I could be right, and possibly wrong. No matter what, I support the research executed by 
the state government, to prove the existence of the Bigfoot, but it has to be done 
meticulously and honestly.” 
 
Late Sultan Ismal used to rear 40 primates    
 
The Royalty remarked that in his own opinion, he believed that the “footprint” found in 
the Kota Tinggi Forest, belongs to the larger primates. 
 
He said that his grandfather, the late Sultan Ismail used to rear about 40 primates; he had 
donated several animals to various zoo, including the South Perth Zoo in Australia. 
 
“Therefore I believe that part of the primates have been released into the wild forest and 
some being donated to several zoos, including the Perth Zoo. These activities were 
published in the newspaper in the 1970 and 1973.” 
 
 
HH Sultan ISMAIL SHAH I ibni al-Marhum Sultan Muhammad Shah 
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NOTES:  
25th Sultan of Kelantan 1920/1944  
Appointed by his father as Tengku Seri Indera Mahkota then later Raja Kelantan  
K.C.M.G. [cr.1922] 
 
YTM Tengku Abu Bakar  Tengku Ibrahim  


